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Automatic tools for the computation of virtual one loop correction

MadGraph



NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN ONE LOOP COMPUTATIONS

Pioneering works:

Improvements in the computation of tensor integrals
Binoth et al GOLEM95
D & Ditt iDenner & Dittmaier

Application of unitarity to the computation of one loop amplitudespp cat o o u ta ty to t e co putat o o o e oop a p tudes
Bern, Dixon, Kosower
Britto, Cachazo, Feng

Reduction at the integrand level
Ossola, Papadopoulos, Pittau
Ellis, Giele, Kunszt, Melnikov, , ,



At integrand level the structure is enriched by polynomial terms that integrate to 

OPP integrand decomposition: 4-dim
g y p y g

zero (I multiplied with all the propagators)

A choice of q fulfilling 4-ple cut condition:                                                       
will single out just one polynomial

can only be of the type pq 1k 2k
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can only be of the type

where

[proof in OPP 2007]
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Once fitted such polynomial we can subtract it from both sides and repeat the 
game with another multiple cut condition -> recursive solution

3k

For each phase space point the only requirement for the reduction is the 
knowledge of the numerical value of the numerator function N for a small set of 
values of the loop momentum variable, solutions of the multiple cut conditions



Extension to D-dim
fix a parametric form for the loop momentum in terms of a linear combination of 
four known 4 vectors suitably chosenfour known 4-vectors ei suitably chosen

the vanishing term (spurious term in the OPP terminology) are then polynomials of 
xi and μ2

The problem is to fit the coefficients in the polynomials ΔThe problem is to fit the coefficients in the polynomials Δ

Example: 3-ple cut residue

with the 3 cut conditions:                        one fixes x1, x2 and the product x3x40=== kji DDD



Amplitudes & Master Integrals

The sources of rational terms are the The sources of rational terms are the 
integrals with μ2 powers in the numerator

They are generated by the reduction 
algorithm(R1), but could also be present      a go ( ), bu ou d a o b p
ab initio in the numerator function as a 
consequence of the d-dimensional algebraic 
manipulations (R2)



On-shell methods are quite flexible:

Different implementations

Sewing tree level amplitudes

+ works with gauge invariant objects
- still not easy to automate the rational terms for general one loop amplitudes

Blackhat: Recursive bootstrap approach [Ita, Bern, Dixon, Febres Cordero, Kosower, Maitre]Blackhat: Recursive bootstrap approach [Ita, Bern, Dixon, Febres Cordero, Kosower, Maitre]
Rocket: Tree level amplitudes in different dimensions [Ellis, Giele, Kunszt, Melnikov, Zanderighi]
Samurai: works with D-dimensional tree level amplitudes [Mastrolia, Ossola, Reiter, FT]

Diagrammatic approach:

+ contain all the information on the rational terms
- single diagrams are not gauge invariant objects: big cancellations

Fully numerical construction through the single cut:
Helac-NLO [Bevilacqua, Czakon, Papadopoulos, Worek]
MadLoop [Hirschi, Frederix, Frixione, Garzelli, Maltoni Pittau]

Fully algebraic method: GoSam
[Cullen, Greiner, Heinrich, Luisoni, Mastrolia, Ossola, Reiter, FT]







GoSam

[Fortran – open source]

[Java – open source]

[Form – open source]



P.Mastrolia, G.Ossola, T.Reiter, FT (2010), , , ( )

G.Ossola,  C. Papadopoulos, R, Pittau (2007)

Samurai-2.1 will be public soon:

complex masses
scalar integral cashing

reduced samplings
passing of the invariants

d d l  l l bcode optimization (w Haggies)
tensorial reconstruction

updeted scalar intergral library
bug fixes

G, Heinrich, G.Ossola, T.Reiter, FT (2010)







Walking through GoSam…



#!/bin/env /usr/local/bin/golem-main.py
process name=nloop4_
process_path=/home/tramonta/codici/processes/nloop4

[directory previously created]
in=u,d~
out=s~,c,e-,nebar,mu+,nmu
model=smdiag

[ d l b d h h l d ][model can be generated through FeynRules and LanHEP]

model.options=mW=80.376,mZ=91.1876,GF=0.0000116639
[for sm and smdiag the other couplings will be generated]

order=gw 4 4order gw,4,4
order=gs,2,4

zero=mC,mS,mU,mD,mmu,me
one=gs,e

helicities=-+-+-++-

qgraf.bin=/home/tramonta/codici/QGRAF/qgraf
qgraf.options=onshell,nosnail,notadpole
qgraf.verbatim=\
t i [ hi hi hi H B T 0 0] \ \true = iprop[phim,phip,chi,H,B,T,0,0];\n\
true = iprop[Wp,2,2];

extensions=samurai,dred [golem95, pjfry]
r2=explicit [implicit, only, none]
abbrev.limit=500abbrev.limit 500
abbrev.level=diagram [group, helicity]

form.bin=form
fc.bin=gfortran -O2



… and also

Ready to use UFO model files: there will be examples in the release

Support up to spin 2 but this part is still untested

Python framework for deep level diagram selection

useful to split the computation conveniently 

 b   f  h Very basic existing interface with POWHEG

spin correlated and color correlated born matrix elements availablep



Where the card is:Where the card is:
$ golem-main nloop4.rc

In the process directory
$ make source
$ make compile
$ cd doc
$ make$



Documentation:

GoSam:

GoSam



Documentation:



Documentation:



Documentation:Documentation:

Loop diagrams are grouped into sets of diagrams which share loop propagators
The numerator is constructed dinamically cut by cutThe numerator is constructed dinamically cut by cut
Strongly reduced calls to samurai
Cashing of the scalar integral and of a number of  things calculated by samurai





Execution: all the code is ready, available as a library - option: Autotool

#             LO:  0.4679522923780973E-19
# NLO, finite par  -15.91575130714159

After renormalization:
h k f h  l h h  # NLO, single pol 7.587050524202378

# NLO, double pol -5.333333333333385
# IR,  single pol -0.746282775357444
# IR,  double pol -5.333333333333333

# LO:  0.4679522923780973E-19

check of the poles with the one
form integrated dipoles built-in

# NLO, finite par  -14.91575130714159
# NLO, single pol -0.746282809130955    
# NLO, double pol -5.333333333333385    
# IR,  single pol -0.746282775357444
# IR,  double pol -5.333333333333333

Melia, Melnikov, Rontsch, Zanderighi

# NLO, finite par  -15.91575
# NLO, single pol 7.587051
# NLO, double pol -5.333333

Timing (2.27 GHz, Gfortran -O2): 5.4ms





x, y… can be chosen to be Real numbers !
No paradigm that the amplitudes need to be sampled with complex q 







Standard(double):
2x   SAMURAI

Standard(quadruple):
2x   Kin + integrals
4x   Algorithm

Tensorial(double):
Reconstruction paired
with numerical evaluation 
of tensor integras with 
GOLEM95



Ways to use the tensorial reconstruction





More on the rational terms:

Treatment strictly related the way the numerator function is furnished

Classified in two categories: R = R1 + R2

R1 develops automatically performing the D-dimensional reduction of the tensors 
spanning the 4-dimensional part of the loop momentum

R2 are present in the UV diagrams: bubbles, rank 2 and 3 triangles and rank4 
boxes.

At least two possibilities for R2 automatic computation:

for any fixed gauge theory calculate once and for all the contribution from all 
the diagrams that can generate R2 terms and define a set of tree level Feynman 
rules that give the R2 contribution for any process: MadLoop approach

Alternatively: construct the numerator function by implementing (few and 
universal) algebraic rules to get the R2 term on a diagram by diagram basis: 
GoSam approach



In GoSam we implemented two completely independent 
approaches for the R2 computationapproaches for the R2 computation

A full implementation of  the ‘t Hooft-Veltman computation scheme including axial coupling p p g p g
renormalization constant (epsilon and mu2 terms are generated)

An algebraic implementation producing DRED results (mu2 terms are generated):
the first algebraic operations (with form) consist of combine all the powers of the loop momentum the first algebraic operations (with form) consist of combine all the powers of the loop momentum 
(using 4 dimensional algebra) and then expand them using:

for the fermion traces there is nothing special to do because the diagram generation (field-dressing of 
the topologies) already works along a reading point prescription

We also added transformation formulas to CDR so we provide output in
DRED or HV or CDRDRED or HV or CDR













Example: bbeWdu e )( ν++→

PS-point:

Timings: 30min generation+compilation

2.27GHz gfortran –O2  7msec running a single ps-point

PS-point:
vecs(1,:)= (/ 76.0843499,   0.00000000,  0.00000000,  76.0843499 /)
vecs(2,:)= (/ 1998.03313,   0.00000000,  0.00000000, -1998.03313 /)
vecs(3,:)= (/ 955.016763,   50.0258080,  17.0602115, -953.553032 /)
vecs(4,:)= (/ 194.222790,   4.35888776,  39.0630650, -190.204020 /)
vecs(5,:)= (/ 468.235447,   208.221739,  40.6257851, -417.390852 /)
vecs(6,:)= (/ 456.642482,  -262.606435, -96.7490617, -360.800877 /)

Setup: NLO/LO/ason2pi results:

ren scale: = 80.0 GeV
mb = 4.75 GeV
mt = 172.5 GeV

VUD = 0.975

MCFM:
LO:   1.8844347E-007

NLO, finite par   41.217130

widthW = 2.1054GeV
gs = 1
MW = 80.398 GeV
MZ = 91.1876 GeV
GF = 0.0000116639 GeV-2

GOSAM:
#             LO:   1.8844347E-007
# NLO, finite par   41.217130
# NLO, single pol 26 603671GF  0.0000116639 GeV

b-quark massive everywhere but
in the bubble contributing to
the gluon vacuum polarization

# NLO, single pol 26.603671
# NLO, double pol -2.6666667
# IR,  single pol 26.603671
# IR,  double pol -2.6666667





Example: GoSam + SHERPA



by Greiner, Guffanti, Reiter, Reuter  1105.3624

bbbbpp →Example:
y

Born & Real: MadGraph

Subtractions: MadDipoleSubtractions: MadDipole

Virtuals: GoSam reweighted




